ESQUIRE REPRESENTATION DECLARATION

1. I, Leah Lax, am a registered Democratic Candidate Challenger with the Federal Elections Commission as of June 26, 2011, FEC Candidate ID Number C00499194 and Candidate number P20003042 – running against Barack Hussein Obama aka Barry Soetoro aka Harrison J Bunden (shall be known as Obama) and others in the primaries.

2. I am attesting that I am joining Attorney Orly Taitz in her complaints in all 50 states of the Union, challenging the eligibility of Obama by demands set forth in the U.S. United States Ballot as a qualified candidate.

3. The Democratic Party, both national and local, refuses to help any challenger on the ticket and has told me, Leah Lax, that they only support Obama. They also refused to add my name onto the ballot and refused to assist where I can find the ballot application. All this took place in July of 2011.

4. I further attest to those reading this: With Obama’s own release and own admission that the “Long Form Birth Certificates showing his father to be from Kenya and a citizen of Kenya, East Africa at the time of Obama’s before and after the time of the birth of Obama. And that Obama is not a Natural Born Citizen of the United States of America according to the precedent of the U.S.C. Act II section 1 Clause 5 and the United States Supreme Court Law in Minor v Happersett confirming those born to a “Citizen” within the United States “were never in doubt of being a ‘Natural Born Citizen’”.

5. I would like to be represented by Orly Taitz, Attorney in the State of California and pro hac vice in 49 other states if the law allows pro hac vice representation. I expressly would like to be represented by Orly Taitz before the Honorable Judge Rhonda Nishimura in Hawaii and the Honorable Judge Michael Malih in Georgia as well as other Honorable Judges to be signed in other states. In Case pro hac vice is not granted, I wish to be a Co-Plaintiff with Attorney Taitz and I state that this action does not impede my filling any other claim if the representation of the declaration is not satisfied.

6. I hear declare under the penalty of perjury, that the above is true and correct.
7. I am aware that Attorney Taitz is licensed in the State of California and admitted to the 9th Circuit and the Supreme Court of the United States. I am aware that Ms. Taitz is not licensed in other states and I expressly waive all liability claims against Ms Taitz and any and all entities affiliated with her, arising out of representation of me.

[Signature]

Leah Lax

Dated this 6th of December 2011
I, Leah Lax, hereby state that the facts above set forth are true and correct (or are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information and belief) and that I expect to be able to prove the same at a hearing held in this matter. I understand that the statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa.C.S. § 4904 (relating to unsworn falsification to authorities).

Leah Lax

Dated this 6th day of December 2011